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Parking Committee
Outlines Tem porary Rules
For Campus Motorists
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Drum Suggests Coeds
Start Hunting Costumes
For H om ecom ing Them e
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Basketball ‘Definitely’ to Start
Monday Night In MHS Gym
/

Page 7

Dean B urly M iller
Announces New Elections
T o Rhodes Scholarships
Elecetions to Rhodes Scholarships in all states of the union
w ill be made in December of this year, announced J. Earll
(Burly) Miller, chairman of the local Rhodes Scholarship
committee.
i 5two complete years of university
“ Sixteen extra scholarships have training has been dropped to one
been allotted to the United States year for service men.
for 1946-48.
Dean Miller said that veterans
This is in addition to the annual attending Oxford w ill have the
award o f 32 scholarships. Because added aid of receiving benefits
of this,’’ Dean Miller said, “ Mon under the GI Bill of Rights’ equiva
tana students w ill stand a much lent to those which they would re
better chance than they had had ceive in an American university.
in previous years.”
“ Some definite quality o f dis
Rhodes
scholarship
elections tinction, in intellect, character or
have been suspended since 1939. personality, or any combination of
Before the war, candidates for the them, is the most important re
Rhodes scholarships had to be be quirement . for a Rhodes Scholar
tween the ages of 19 and 25, but ship,” Dean Miller said. “ Financial
ndw candidates who would have need does not constitute a special
been eligible in any year since 1939 claim for consideration.”
w ill be allowed to compete if they
The news release on the scholar
have had at least one year of mili ship stated that there w ill be no
tary or civilian war service, ac restriction on a Rhodes scholar’s
cording to Dean Miller.
course of study. The, University
> For war service candidates, Dean of Oxford offers the same variety
Miller added that certain condi of instruction as any large Ameri
tions of eligibility had .been altered. can university. Rhodes scholars are
Whereas regular candidates must appointed for two years with a pos
be between the ages of 19 and 25 sibility of a third year for a man
on Oct. If' 1947, war service can- with a good record.
didates may be between the ages
Information
and
application
of 19 and 32.
blanks may be obtained from Dean
- The usual bar against marriage Miller, or R. J. Thomas, secretary
is removed in the case of service of the state committee, P.O. box
candidates, and the requirement of 1338, BUjtte.

Student Union
Open House
Is Saturday

t

A s It M ight B e Saturday
In the Oregon Lockers

BY A. E. PEDERSEN JR.
Editor’s note: A news item has Oliver nodded, the big. 490-pound
“ Plans for the ‘open house,’ to been received by the Kaimin, back' stood up.
“Anything you say coach. Say,
be held in the Student Union Satur announcing that Coach Gerald
day, are going ahead as scheduled, “ Tex” Oliver, head coach at Ore Tex, could you loan me ten? My
gon, is resigning this season. laundry came in and my only
an evening of enjoyment is guar
anteed to all those attending,” With a little imagination (and a other pair of shoulder guards is in
Cyrile Van Duser, manager of the lot of nerve) the staff of the it.”
Kaimin developed a purely
Oliver absent-mindedly handed
Student Union said today.
Every room in the building will mythical picture from this item, over a bill. Obviously the coach
be open to insure ample accom featuring Tex and his boys as was preoccupied with his thoughts.
My East Year
modations for all those seeking the principals.
Coach Gerald “ Tex” Oliver, Ore
“ This is my last year, men (I like
entertainment, according to Miss
gon’s head football coach, walked to call you my men), and when
Van Duser.
“ There will be a mixer in the into the dressing room. The first I leave here, I want to take with
Gold room, games such as pool string, all 87 of them, were sitting me the fond and cherished thought
and pingpong in the Silver room, dejectedly on two benches. As that my boys came through for
card games in the lounge, Bingo Oliver slammed the door, 87 heads their coach by taking Montana.”
Philmore, the 97-pound fullback,
in the Bitterroot room, and shows raised abruptly and 173 eyes fixed
their gaze upon him ( O’Rileyvitch raised his hand.
in the theater,” she said.
“ Say, Tex,” he began, “just what
Miss Van Duser said that al could see out of only one eye; the
though this will be a non-profit other one had been closed in the kind of plays does Montana use?”
“ T-formation,” the coach an
party, a slight charge w ill be made California game).
Oliver paced up and down the swered, resuming his pacing in the
to those attending the mixer in
order to take care of music ex floor, automatically placing his feet other direction.
in the grooves worn over a period
“Aw, gee, Tex,” chorused his
penses.
of years by his predecessors.
listeners, “ do we gotta learn that
“ Men,” barked Oliver, “w e’ve got one again? That went out years
E em isse Elected
a game today. You realize that, of ago.”
course.’,’
“As I was saying,” said Tex,
Kappa Psi Head
Coach Stops Pacing
“ this is my last season------ ”
Oliver stopped his pacing for a
Ken Eernisse, Hos Springs, S. D.,
O’Rileyvitch interrupted again.
was elected president of Kappa moment. He reached down into his
“ Say, Tex, my dry cleaning came
Psi, pharmaceutical honorary, at pocket, pulled forth a large hand in, too,” he boomed. “Could you let
a meeting Wednesday night, ac kerchief emblazoned with Oregon me have another five?”
cording to Glen Hamor, Missoula, colors, and blew his nose.
Please Guys
“ As you boys know (I like to
retiring president.
“ ------ and I want to take with me
Other new officers are Bob think of you as my boys; I’ve the memory that Oregon beat Mon
Bengert, Malta, vice president, worked with you for so long) w e’re tana,” said Tex. “ Please, guys, can’t
! and Trygve Brensdal, Missoula, playing Montana today. We used you do this for me? I’ve been good
secretary-treasurer.
to beat them quite regularly; and to you—got you good hotels every
“ The next meeting w ill be Wed today, more than ever before, I where we went, paid your bills,
nesday at 7:30 p.m. in Chemiistry- want you to beat them again.”
shared m y chewing gum with you
O’Rileyvitch raised his hand. As — can’t you do this for your old
Pharmacy 102,” said Hamor.
coach?”
O’Rileyvitch coughed.
“ That five, Tex, I need my pur
ple and pink shirt for the dance
after the game.”
“ When I leave here it w ill be
with tears in my eyes,” Oliver
continued. “ Think of it, your own
coach shedding tears for the boys
(I like to call you my boys) that
Bob Crosby and his 20-piece orchestra m ay play for the Ski
I have so long worked with.”
>
club dance Nov. 8, if present plans materialize.
“ They’ve got a hundred bucks
Central Board, in a special meeting yesterday, agreed to raised up in the sports office,” Von
underwrite Ski club for $1,500 in order to secure the “nam e” Kelly, the eight-foot end inter
band.
^----------------------------------------------------- rupted. “ They’re betting that Mon
tana won’t be within 12 points of
Tannisse Brown and Jake Nevin, for that club to have the Crosby
us.”
both of Missoula, reported that band under ASMSU sponsorship.
“ Yeah, I know,” said Oliver,
Members of Central Board dis
they had been contacting “name”
“ but Montana raised $250 to cover
bands for ASMSU functions, and cussed the possible sale o f 550
that bet. Say boys, about that game
that the Crosby orchestra might be tickets /a t $3.60 per couple. They
also voted to sponsor the Missoula today— —”
available for Nov. 8.
“ Hey, Tex, about that five bucks.
The Ski club, which had planned County Crippled Children’s dance
another dance for that night, did Saturday, Dec. 7. A ll the profits My dry cleaning------ hey coach,
not wish to relinquish that date, from this latter dance w ill go to don’t run out like that! Hey Tex,
what’s the matter?”
arrangements are being made the crippled children’s fund.

Bob Crosby Orchestra
M ay Play at M SU
For Novem ber Dance
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Shallenberger Tells W here
Grads Are, W hat They’re Doing
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The M O N T A N A . K A I M I N
Established 1898
The name Kaimin (pronounced Kl-meen) is derived from ^ e ^ r ig mai Sellsh
Indian word, and means something: written or a message.
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BY “ SHAG” MILLER

I

G. D. Shallenberger, director of the placement bureau, has
released a statement concerning the persons who registered
Published every Tuesday, Thursday and Friday during the school year by
These mixers that have been with the placement bureau after receiving B A . degrees in
F
Associated Students o f Montana State University
held at the Student Union have 1946. His data showed that 13 arp teaching in high schools in
gone off very successfully for most the Northwest, one is teaching in Europe, and two are doing
REPRESENTED F<*R N A TIO N A L ADVBRTI0INO
of the parties concerned. The Stu
subscription Rate National A dvertising Service, Inc.
-^graduate work.
dent Union has been making
Janet Baker, who received „her
4 2 0 M a d is o n a v e .
n e w Y ork. n . y .
money, the sponsoring organiza
degree in music during summer
CHICAGO • BOSTOH • LOS AR98LI8 * SAH FRANCISCO
tions have been clearing costs and
session, is teaching for theJJnited
making a profit, the music has
Entered as second-class matter at Missoula, Montana, under act o f Congress,
States Army in Austria.
March 8, 1879
_____ _
been excellent and the women—
Alfred Carl Sachs is doing
well so far all that I have been
graduate work and has a fellow
e d it o r ...!............................. ~.... ........... .....................................~ Arnold A- Rivin
Col. J. B. Lovless, professor of
able to see from them are smirks
ship at the University of Wiscon
and smiles when ever the man military science and tactics, said
BUSINESS MANAGER— .... - ......................................................... .........T - E- BogarduS
sin after receiving a degree in hi'spower
situation
is
mentioned.
today
that
students
will
soon
be
MANAGING EDITOR............... .................................................................„,..Don Weston
As for the men. So-far there permitted to use the rifle ranges
NEWS EDITOR.... .................................- ....................... . ...........................,eaB Bartley
have been two shifts, one standing for practice.
CAMPUS EDITOR ..................... ...........-....... ...............-............... .— Vic Rememer
“ Students will, however, have to
and waiting, the other dancing
PH O TpG RAPH Y....... ............ ............^ ...... ~..........................M - A ' <Dutch) Hedine
Then the music stops and shifts supply their own ammunition since
the War department issues only
change and new strength
thrown into the fray. Reminds me enough rounds for the rifle teams.”
Another thing that will be in
of my old USO days.
Car Drivers-—It’s Up to You
sisted upon is the thorough clean
o— O'—-o
Last Saturday night just before ing of the rifles after they are fired
Wednesday afternoon a set of parking rules were laid down
by the university parking and traffic committee. These rules the game started the “ M” was according to Colonel Lovless.
For those who may need instruc
were made necessary by the vastly increased number of auto lighted up with railroad flares
affording a very beautiful spectacle tions, a member of the ROTC staff
mobiles on the campus this year.
for everyone, especially those will' be present at all the scheduled
Elsewhere in this issue of the Kaimin, the rules are stated, people in the West bleachers. The periods. An announcement will be
and it is the duty of each of us to see that they are obeyed.
lighting was carried out by a made at a later date when the stu
Special deputies will be appointed to handle violators, be group of freshmen under the direc dents, including women, may
tion of the Bear Paws. Freshmen sign up.
cause no plan will work if it is not followed 100 per cent.
making the trek up the mountain
It means this: If we drive to school, we have to obey regu were Jerry Baldwin, Dean Jellison,
lations. This applies whether we be of the faculty or student Willard Aggson, Kalispell; Hans Reserved Book Hours
body. When we park, we must make sure it’s in an approved Trakle, Havre; Eugene Kallgren, Change in Library
Don Peterson, Keith Johnson and
place and in an orderly manner.
All students using the reserved
Frank Kerr, Butte. Nice going
W e must not park near the law building on John street
book section in the library should
VfZOF. C - 2>.
men. A fine exhibition of school
note the change in hours, accord
the roadway is just too narrow. W e must not park in the small
spirit.
tory
during spring quarter. Flora
ing to Kathleen Campbell, li
oval near the women’s gym. This is a danger spot.
o—O— o
Mae Bellefleur, who received her
brarian.
There is plenty of parking space on the campus if we will
Listening to the World Series
The reserved book room will be degree in history spring quarter, is
look for it. Our trouble is that we dislike walking more than takes a lot of time around noon closed from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. start now a graduate assistant in history
30 feet to our classes or offices. Near the Dornblaser bleachers hour. In spite of the games being ing Monday.
Books may be and political science on the campus.
very interesting to listen to, the
Those teaching in high schools,
there is a good parking lot. The oval and Maurice avenue will commercial is more humorous to checked out at 4:30 p.m. and re
their mapor fields, and the quarter
turned
at
7
p.m.
accommodate a large number of cars if parked properly. The watch. Example: take a bunch of
There will be no change in the which they were graduated, and
lot around the library is excellent. The Journalism-Chemistry- men students sitting around the
hours of the reading room which the towns in which they are teach
Craig lot, while in poor shape physically, will accommodate radio listening to the game. About will be open between 5 p.m. and ing, follow:
the end of the second inning the
Omvall Arestad, music, summer
200 cars with ease— if scientific parking is done.
7 p.m. as usual.
announcer breaks into the com
During Homecoming week, the session, Glendive; Mary Brome,
New signs will be painted, explaining traffic and parking mercial. Everything goes fine until
library will not be open the after economics and sociology, spring
rules on and near the oval.
he gets to the part that goes “look noon of Saturday, Oct. 26.
quarter, Grants Pass, Ore.; Mary E.
These plans involve a great deal of effort and expense.
sharp,” “ feel sharp,” “ be sharp,”
Curran, history, spring quarter,
at
that
time
most
of
the
male
stu
Alberton; Dorothy Grant, history,
If they are followed, they will work and be worth while.
APPLICATIONS DUE
dents
take
a
self-conscious
rub
of
spring quarter, Miles City; Leona
They will work only if each of us remains aware of their exist
Applications
for
Graduate
Rec
the old whiskers and then resume
Halter, music, winter quarter,
ence and importance. They will be worthwhile only as long giving their attention to the ball ord Examinations must be mailed
Fairview; Leota Halter, music,
not
later
than
Oct.
19.
Information
as each of us shows consideration for others.
game.
winter quarter, Wallace, Idaho;
may be obtained through the office Emma Lou Kaber, English, spring
Patronize our advertisers— j of W. P. Clark, dean of the gradu quarter, Marcus, Wash.; William
ate school.
We’ ll Have to Learn
They support the school.
Lynn, music, summer session,
Lewistown; Hilda Nye, summer
Yesterday morning a dean and an instructor found it neces
session, education, Victor; Kath
sary to put out a fire in a large waste paper receptacle in one
leen Robertson, home economics,
of the campus’ buildings. This is the second time in two weeks
summer session, Hamilton; Wilbur
that careless smokers have started blazes in waste baskets and
Swenson, education, summer ses
Grizzly,
the
Campus
Smoothie,
Following sion, Havre; Bernice Tronrud,
cans on the campus.
Most buildings have rules prohibiting smoking in the hall
His Slogan, “Try Everything Once,” Begins music, spring quarter, Columbus.
Colleen McCool, who received
ways, while permitting it in offices. If we wish to keep the
Training in Fourth Estate
her degree in English during spring
privilege of smoking at all inside buildings, we’ll have to learn
quarter, is working in the Asso
BY ALFRED SIMON
ciated Students’ store.
the use of ash trays.
______
Charles Frank, who received a
The “ smooth” thing to do for campus on a summer evening.. .
degree in history during winter
ex-GI’s at MSU today seems to be Nature. Oh joy.
“
Los
Gringos”
to
Meet
W om en Need
But last summer disillusionment quarter is not teaching because of
to change their majors without
To Reorganize
too much provocation. For an ex set in. When fires broke out in ill health.
Parents Okay
An organizational meeting of ample of a typical “smoothie,” let’s the vicinity of the university and
“Los Gringos," university Spanish take the case of Grizzly, Green- Grizzly volunteered to fight them,
For Butte Trip
club, will be held Wednesday, Oct. grass.
he came back so terribly blistered Local A V C Chapter
16, at 7:30 p.m., in the Bitterroot
that he resigned from the forestry O ff ers Assistance
During
the
three
quarters
that
“University women must have
room of the student Union.
Grizzly has been attending the school in disgust. He admits that
a written statement from their
The university chapter of the
Following a talk by Miss Thora university, he has changed majors the beauty and majesty of our
parents to attend the Grizzly-Bob Sorenson, Spanish instructor, of three times.
great forests and outdoors still American Veterans committee,
cat game in Butte, Oct. 19,” an her trip to Mexico this summer,
Grizzly started out majoring in thrill him . . . “ But not when they meeting Tuesday evening, passed
law, because once when he was in burn down!” He still shudders in a resolution to offer the organiza
nounced Maurine Clow, associate refreshments will be served.
All former Spanish club mem
voluntarily when anyone whistles, tion’s service to the university.
director of student personnel, yes bers and those interested in Spain the army he was tried by a sum
Members of the AVC, according
mary court martial and sentenced “ Throw Another Log on the Fire.”
terday.
to Howard Withrow, Missoula, re
or any of the Spanish speaking to thirty days. Afterwards he swore
If At First. . .
The written statement must in countries are invited to attend, ac that one day he’d prove to his own
Lured into one of the fanciest tiring chairman of the campus
clude permission to be absent from cording to the committee in charge. satisfaction that he was rail buildings on the campus one day, chapter, will act as assistants to
roaded by the jury and that the Grizzly finds himself majoring in the registrar’s staff and help at the
the campus, signify the transpor
captain who prosecuted him was journalism at the present time. registration desks during the win
tation to be used, i.e. special train, ALUMS TO HEAR
a shyster. One quarter at MSU Roll those presses. Meet that dead ter quarter rush.
car, or public vehicle, and permis MUSIC PROFESSORS
Election and planning commit
The musical portion of the was all he needed to confirm his line. Get that story. It’s all in his
sion to stay overnight with friends.
tees were appointed and will make
“A student planning to stay over alumni meeting at the Rainbow suspicions. On the same day he blood now.
Hidden behind a shaggy beard, reports at the next meeting, Tues
night must have a written invita hotel in Great Falls Wednesday, left the School of Law, he wrote
tion from her hostess,” she said. Oct. 16 will feature piano selections the War Department a scathing Grizzly Greengrass pursues his day, Oct. 15, in L103.
new calling. As he flits across the
“Permission to stay in hotels will by John Crowder, head of MSU’s letter.
A letter addressed to “ President
campus, his jaw squared deter
The Forest Calls
be given only if adequate chaper- music department.
Jeremiah W. Sanborn” arrived at
minedly,
a
shrewd,
purposeful
Vocal
selections
by
John
Lester,
He
switched
to
forestry,
exalted
onage is provided.”
Professor of Music at Montana by the idea of communing with gleam in his eye, he can be heard Utah State Agricultural college
recently. Since the departed first
State, and by the “Jubileers,” an Mother Nature. The ringing of mumbling:
IT SAYS HERE
leader of the college served only
Ride offered from Redondo all male university choral group axes in the clear, crisp air; the “ I’ll get that story
from 1890 to 1894, the letter was
Beach for 9 o’clocks every day under the direction of Norman bliss of being in the far off wilds, Though it be nice or gory,
returned to the company in the east
except Friday. Call A. Wolff, Re Gulbrandsen will complete the away from the sin and dirt of Because you can’t make a jackass
which sent it.-—The Student Life.
the towns; the shrubbery on the Out of Grizzly Greengrass.”
dondo.—Cal. Daily Bruin (UCLA). program.

ROTC Opens
Rifle Range

Variety and Greengrass
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Hats Off to the Ladies
Wine,
Women,
and
As
Three
Major
To Hospital for Insane

W omen’s Hats
Evils
Leading

Listed
Man

BY PETER FRITZ
A wise man of today recently made the observation that
the three major evils of the world are Wine, Women, and
W om en’s Hats. The reasons for the first two are obvious; the
latter is inexplicable.
It w ould be interesting to know Dean Waldon Named-

what passes through the minds of
the creators o f w om en’s hats at the
precise moment o f their inspiration
— whether it is a case o f dementia
praecox or delusions o f grandeur,
for the size o f the hats vary from
those as small as a cupcake to those
Which, in the proper setting, could
pass as beach umbrellas.

A typical example of the cup
cake—with variations on the orig
inal theme—-is the pincushion. This
adorable model is too small to stay
on the wearer’s heads without aid,
so pins are cleverly placed so as
to be plainly visible. The fault with
this model lies in the fact that the
wearer is liable to stab herself to
death.
Feather Duster
Another smart hat is the featherduster, more chic as the size of the
feather is increased. This creation
is worn almost exclusively by
sadists and is most effective in a
crowded elevator. It is the reason
why glass-eye manufacturers are
wealthy.
The “ floppy” is an intriguing
type. As its name implies, it has
a large brim which starts out in
the prescribed manner but sud
denly flops downward on all sides,
hiding most, if not all, of the
wearer’s head. One can but wonder
how anyone wearing this model
braves traffic without the aid of a
seeing eye dog. Nevertheless, it has
a redeeming feature; in case of rain
it keeps the wearer’s clothes dry.
Remember Fruit Bowl
One must not forget the fruit
bowl. This chapeau is a veritable
orchard and is exceedingly realis
tic. When not being worn, how
ever, it must be placed in a safe
place so as to be out of harm’s way.
The husband of a woman who had
placed this model on the dining
room table mistook it for a fruit
bowl, and it was only when he was
on his second watermelon did he
realize his error. The arrival in the
nick of time of an ambulance with
a stomach pump was the only
thing that saved his life.
Nature, too, is represented among
the types worn. The bird nest is a
good example. All types, sizes and
colors of birds are mounted on
madam’s head, from the tiny swal
low to the large eagle. As is the
fruit bowl, this model is exceed
ingly realistic.
To illustrate its realism there is
the case of the middle-aged dow
ager who, wearing this creation
while out for a stroll one evening,
noticed that she was being fol
lowed by a man in his cups. Turn
ing to him she angrily said, “ Go
away, you masher, before I call the
police.”
“Madam,” the lush replied, “ I
don’t care about following you. I’m
just waiting for that bird on your
head to lay an egg.”
These are only a few of the many
different styles which one /is ac
customed to seeing on any one day,
but according to the reports of
various stylilts, bigger and better
monstrosities are in store for the
unsuspecting. Therefore, it is with
misgivings that one should expect
to view these caricatures with a,
Matteawanean* motif.
*Matteawan—N. Y. state hospital
for the insane.
■

National Consultant
Curtis. H. Waldon, dean of the
Pharmacy school, is one of five
national consultants on pharma
cology for a pharmaceutical sur
vey, according to recent appoint
ments by Dr. Edward C. Elliot,
director of the survey.
The survey is an investigation
of all fields of pharmacy to de
termine what is needed in phar
maceutical education and in retail,
wholesale, and industrial phar
macy.
Dr. Elliot is a former chancellor
of Montana Sts^te University.

Pharmacists Vote
Graham President
Dick Graham, Butte, was elected
president of the Pharmacy Club,
and Dave Chappie, Billings, vice
president, in elections at the club’s
opening meeting Wednesday.
Revival of the'Pharmacy Club
Ball, which was formerly held
winter quarter, was discussed, and
tentative plans for speakers, mov
ing pictures, and other features
were considered. The Pharmacy
club plans to meet once each
month.

Lack of Copy Irks

M O N T A N A

P a g e T hree

K A IM IN

President Headley
Speaks of A W S
Membership
“ Every woman on the campus is
an active member of the Associated
Women Students,” said AWS
President Marion Headley, Mis
soula, at the first meeting Wednes
day.
Miss Headley explained to offi
cers and representatives that the
organization last spring abandoned
a law which allowed AWS voting
privileges only ‘ to those women
who paid a $1 fee.
New AWS representatives for
the year from* sorority houses are
Kay Schmalhorst, Alpha Chi
Omega; Marcene Moore, Alpha
Phi; Hildie Myre, Delta Delta
Delta; Jean Campbell, Delta
Gamma; Joan Ryan, Kappa Kappa
Gamma; and Rosina Walter, Sigma
Kappa.
The dormitories are represented
by Phyllis Bergh and Polly Holmes,
North Hall, and Peg Westlake,
Dorothy Kirscher, and Marybelle
Clement, New Hall. Helen John
son represents the Co-op House.
Women’s clubs representatives
are Elaine Hoover, WAA, and
Vickie Schuff, Mortar Board.
Weekly AWS meetings will be
Wednesday at 5 p.m. in the Eloise
Knowles room of the Student
Union.

PHARMACY SCHOOL
OPENS DISPENSARY

CROWDER, LESTER
WILL PERFORM

The School of Pharmacy, under
the direction of Prof. A. F. Peter
son, has opened a dispensary to
work in conjunction with the
health service, according to Dean
Curtis Waldon.
Prescriptions are filled under
supervision of registered pharma
cists, and various pharmaceuticals
aye manufactured for the health
service.
It was estimated by Dean Wal
don that from 10 to 45 prescrip
tions are filled each day.

John Crowder, pianist and dean
of the music school, and John
Lester, professor of voice at MSU,
will be featured in a recital spon
sored by the Deer Lodge Women’s
club in the Deer Lodge high school
auditorium Monday, Dean Crowder
announced yesterday.
The charter of the Intercollegiate
Knights of the University of Utah
disappeared last spring. Knights
were chagrined recently when they
discovered the charter on sale in a
downtowii Salt Lake City store,
priced at 59 cents.—Utah Chronicle

T O W N T A L K CAFE
W E A R R A N G E DELIVERIES
FOR T A K E -O U T ORDERS

Lunch

Dinner
Drive-In Service

735 South Higgins

Phone 4929

SPECIAL, RATE OFFERED
TO HIGH SCHOOL GAME
University students may buy
tickets to the Missoula-Helena
game tonight at 8:15 for 40 cents.
This is a special price to university
students and tickets must be pur
chased at the Student Union ticket
office. Tickets are on sale today.
Students must show their student
activity cards.

Lonely Wife
The Kaimin editor is not the
only overworked collegiate news
man according to the Idaho Bengal.
Pertinent sections of a letter in the
Idaho Southern university paper
are listed below:
“Dear Bengal Staff: Although
I have a husband, I now find him
only by searching through the
reams of paper that gradually col
lect in the Bengal office each week.
“ If Bengal assignments were in
on time, I would be minus a hus
band only three or four nights a
week instead of seven. As the
situation now stands, assignments
drag in over such a long period of
time, the poor man spends all his
evenings editing what c o p y
dribbles in and tries to anticipate
what further copy will arrive.”
The letter was signed by a Mrs.
Bill Hanson. Husband, Bill, is
editor-in-chief of the Idaho Bengal.

Accents!
ALL IN THE LIGHTING!
Whether your photo
graph is truly charac
teristic of you — or
just another picture—depends entirely on
what the cameraman
does with his light.
Too much here — too
little there — and the
likeness is gone! The
trick lies in knowing
how— and we do know
how. “ What lovely por
traits!” !you’ll say when
you see our samples.
May we show them to you—
today?

Featured in
Junior Bozoar

JIM JS
&foec£€x/

. . , Syd Jr$. sponsors tills sm ooth peplum . N o te the
brilliant sequin pattern spotlighting the sheer necblin e— and gay hows. S o ft rayon crepe, a Concordia
— Gallia fabric. B lacb only in sizes 1 to 1 5 . .

- W ANTED -

R O B E R T M . C A T L IN

B U T T R E Y S IN V IT E A L L M SU STU D E N TS A N D

USED B A N D
IN STRU M EN TS
H EFTE’S Music Shop

Artist and Photographer

F A C U L T Y TO L ISTE N TO TH EIR B R O A D C A ST

112 S. Higgins

Phone 5364

O F THE G R IZ Z L Y -B O B C A T F O O T B A L L G A M E
OV E R K G V O , OCTOBER 19.
"MISSOULA'S FRIENDLY STORE FOR WOMEN"

THE STORE FOR MEN ■
220 NORTH HIGGINS
"WHERE SMART FASHION IS LESS EXPENSIVE*

GEO. T. HOWARD

P ag e F ou r

Social Spotlight
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BASEBALL'S
OUTSTANDING HITTER

TED WILLIAMS
OF THE BOSTON RED SOK

Jumbo W ill Open
W ithin 30 Days

The Spurs Say

Keep Off
By A SPUE.
Since MSU isn’t the Cow College,
why should we have cow paths?
People around the campus should
make an honest attempt to keep
on the sidewalks and off the grass.
The walks are narrow, too nar
row to accommodate sill the stu
dents who use them daily.
It’s true the conditions are bad,
but give a little thought to the
Spurs who used their whistles all
through the spring to keep the
lawns healthy. KEEP OFF THE
GRASS, and w e’ll all be happy.
LOST: Ladies Kalbert wrist watch,
probably in front of the Women’s
gym. Reward. Evelyn Strowd, New
Hall, 2 north.
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Don’t Miss The Grizzly - Bobcat Game

Sigma Nu
New pledges are Jerry Walterskirchen and Jack O’Loughlin, both
of Missoula. A smoker will be at
the house tonight for actives and
pledges.
After formal pledging last Sun
day, the pledges' took part in the
old Sigma Nu tradition of tying a
pin hanger to a tree and soaking
him with a hose. Dewitt Keeler,
Chicago, pin hanger, suffered the
soaking. Leah Ferris, Choteau,
Theta, has the pin.
Alpha. Chi Omega 1
A matinee dance in honor of the
pledges will be Saturday in the
Silver room of the Student Union
building at 4 p.m. Pledges of all
sororities and fraternities are in
vited.
Girls going home over the week
end were: Pat Wendt to Kalispell;
Marjorie Mitchell, St. Ignatius;
Betty Jane Hill, Great Falls, and
Janice Smith, Cut Bank.
New Hail
Eilene Campbell, Valier, received
a Sigma Chi pin from John Hiendricks, Missoula. Glenna Bailey,
Warren, Ohio, was married Mon
day evening to Glen Bartel, Dick
inson, N. D.
Girls going home over the week
end were Peggy Powell to Hamil
ton; Florence Madsen, Darby;
Jewel Holme, Helena; Virginia
Benson, Hamilton; Astrid Wetzsteon, Sula; Betty Daugherty,. El
lis ton; Zoe Ann Fryberger, Charlo;
Anna Harwick, Deer Lodge; Nancy
Nolan, Kalispell; Bella Likes,
Paradise; and Faith Nelson, Alberton. Grace Witheral, Hamilton,
visited in Alberton.
Phi Sigma Kappa
A fireside will be Friday night at
the house, with a Columbus Day
theme. The Delta Gamma house
and New Hall were serenaded last
night.
Bud Cook, house manager, went
home to Lincoln for the week end.
Delta Delta Delta
All sorority and fraternity
pledges are invited to a tea dance
Saturday afternoon from 2 to 4 in
the Tri Delt house.
Twenty-eight Tri Delts were
formally pledged Wednesday eve
ning.
,
Nancy Nolan, Kalispell, received
a Phi Delt pin last week end from
Ed Smith, Billings.

Students will be able to move
into the completed wings of Jumbo
dormitory in about 30 days, said
T. G. Swearingen, university main
tenance engineer, yesterday. Before
any students can move in, however,
heating, plumbing, and wiring for
the entire building must be com
pleted.

K A IM IN

IN OR OUT
OF THE BALL PARKS

THEY SATISFY
M ILLIONS
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Little D id I K n o w
A SERIAL. STORY BY JOHN F. BRUNETT
Who could have' stolen the bac
teria? I thought of the jabbering
co-ed in the outer office, of the
secretary sulking behind her desk
—a typical bacteria thief,
tattle did I know.
(To be continued)

(In the preceding installments : y A
summons from his adviser, Doctor Mike
Robe, brings the hero flying into the
nearsighted doctor's office to offer him
succor. He finds the doctor's mind
cluttered
with
disorganized
grade
curves and like trivia. W hile chatting
sentimentally
of
nearly
forgotten
grades, the hero inadvertently places^ a
hand upon some o f the doctor's bacteria.
Often proclaimed the champion o f all
downtrodden bacteria, the doctor is per
turbed,’ Never in such . a predicament,
the hero is perturbed. The general per
turbance is generally perturbing.) ,

CHAPTER III
Doctor Robe sat with stiffened
hack and cold, reproachful coun
tenance.
Now, I could never regain his
confidence. Life was black. All was
lost. Nothing was left but suicide!
I reached for my sword which I
carry with me at all times and
which I fall upon in emergencies
like this. It was not there.
I reached for my vial of poison
which I carry on a gold chain
around my neck and which I swal
low when captured. It, too, was
missing.
The doctor began to fidget im
patiently.
Without a moment’s hesitation
I took from my notebook a small,
coiled asp which I use only in the
most interesting suicides.
As I was about to clasp the asp
to my breast, the doctor leaped to
his feet. A look of relief, then of
misgiving spread across his face.
“ I’m afraid your suicide is not
necessary,” he said regretfully.
“What I had thought to be my
bacteria, I have just discovered, is
merely an old mound of pencil
sharpenings.”
I quickly put the asp into the
notebook.
“ Of course, I should have re
membered,” he said with a paternal
smile down at his desk. “ My bac
teria are over in this comer.” His
smile faded. “No, they- must be
in this comer. No, this comer.”
“My bacteria are gone,” he cried.
“Stolen!”
Here, he broke utterly. Sitting
in his chair with heavy despair, he
placed his sobbing face into his
sobbing hands and sobbed.
“ It took me years to find them,”
he told me. “ They were the only
bacteria known which had well
defined nuclei. In my whole life
time I have found only two. Hie
poor wretches were starving in a
back booth at the coke store, ap
parently abandoned by their par
ents whom I suspect of a consum
ing addiction to black coffee.”
“ I took them in and fed them for
weeks with an eye-dropper. I
called them—” He sobbed. “ I called
them Boothococcus Petetroff after
an old unicellular friend who has
been with me for years.”
He threw his hands into the air.
“ And now they are gone, filched
from under my very nose.”
During this sad story my bril
liant mind was working brilliantly.

Fine Name
FOR

Fine Service
AT A
F I N E

H O T E L
THE

HOTEL
FLO REN CE
“BEST W E S T ”

Letters to
The E d itor.
October 10, 1946
Dear Editor,
For a long time now the band
has been wishing for new uniforms
with a frontier motif. Whether
this is unanimous or not, the ma
jority seems to want' them, and
personally I agree with the ma
jority.
The main objection raised to
these uniforms made of doeskin
and trimmed with beads was that
the rest of the USA has strange
and unearthly notions about our
civilized status, and that uniforms
made in Indian style would give
them the opportunity to say “ I
told you so” if they were so in
clined.
Why are we so self-conscious of
the impression we think we are
making upon the outside world
that we object to something with a
distinctly Montana flavor, made
by Montana Indians?
I am not sure that the east
looking at MSU closely enough
to notice our band’s uniforms. A l
though they have some erroneous
ideas, such as that Montana is one
big dust bowl, I think that whether
or not they find our civilization
advanced that Montanans abroad
seem to impress them favorably, to
boot. If you are going to talk
about the impression we will give
outsiders, I can think of one ques
tion I found hard to answer
Didn’t Montana have something
called a cow college, and what is
it? Who, I might ask, created that
phrase?
Any easterner worth his salt
should find our band’s proposed
costumes quite original and even
up to the minute because they are
original. No other band has them
I wager, or will get them before
ours does.
Sincerely,
Irene Turli
October 8, 1946
Sirs:
For your information, the eastern
folk of this country also are under
the false impression that the mail
is still taken into Montana via the
Pony Express and that you still
travel by stage coach. I am from
the east; I know.
Very sarcastically yours,
James D. McElwain
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Dom blaser Field
Scene O f Sports
Conglomeration
Football practice, the marching
band, girls’ Volleyball, and an im
promptu game of “ mixed speedball”-—take your pick. They are
all to be found on Dornblaser field
any afternoon of the week.
At the north end of the field
the football squad indulges in
workouts while singing anything
from “ Choo Choo Ch-boogie” to
operatic arias.
Meanwhile, the band marches
up and down the center of the
field 'forming letters, with the
shivering baton twirlers running
everywhere when the director
blows his whistle. (No kidding,
those twirlers really are good.)
Volleying across the net at the
south end of the field with loud
screams and groans is the girls’
volleyball class. Men sleeping in
both gymnasiums have forced the
girls out into the cold ( I mean
cold) out doors to partake in their
little games.
The “mixed speedball” game
mentioned consists of about fifteen
boys and girls, who evidently don’t
have any school work (luckies),
running inanely over the entire
field kicking a defenseless speedball around.
Only one little thing is wrong
with this gentle pastime. The other
groups on the field are often sur
prised (and a little frightened)
when the speedball takes a
meteoric plunge into their midst.
It seems that someone has kicked
it a “trifle” harder than usual.
( “Variety is the spice of life,” a
voice gleefully whispers in my
ear.)
Bored? Just come over to Dorn
blaser field and forget your
troubles.

Drum Suggests Coeds
Start Hunting Costumes
For Homecoming Theme

4It Says Here’
BY A. E. PEDERSEN JR. '
“ The Saturday Evening Post
(says) that Southern Califprnia . . .
is yanked as the number 1 team on
the Pacific Coast followed in order
by UCLA, Oregon, University of
Washington, Oregon State and
Washington State with California,
Stanford and Idaho at the bottom
of the list.” — The Evergreen,
Washington State college.
“ The bed proved to be the stan
dard USO model, complete with
man at-the door directing latecom
ers to each his own, with exercise
bars serving as clothing racks, and
a jubilant blackboard greeting his
eye with ‘Brush L. Chug Rt.
TWICE,’ an apparent reminder of
a folk-dancing class.”—The Idaho
Bengal, Idaho Southern U.
Gawd, what a bed.

With the campus beard-growing competition growing keener
daily, Homecoming Chairman Bud Drum, Miles City, turned
his attention to the coed’s part in the anniversary celebration.
He suggested that, in keeping with the “ Gay Nineties” theme,
M SU women start getting their costumes in line.
“ Several women’s stores d
o
w
n
~
town have already donated dresses, afternoon, and the band will meet
shoes, and other wearing apparel incoming guests and alumni at the
which will be given as prizes to depot. A queen candidate will ride
girls in winning costumes,” he said. on each of the 11 floats. Each float
The alumni Homecoming com will be decorated by the organiza
mittee, under Chairman Jim Gar- tion which the queen candidate
lington, Missoula, met Wednesday represents. All male university stu
night with members of the student dents may vote for their favorite
Homecoming committee to work candidate at polls whieh will be
on the budget for the 50th anniver set up in the Student Union the
sary celebration. Members of the Thursday and Friday preceding the
student Homecoming committee, in celebration.
addition to Chairman Drum, are
Businesses which have contri
Chippo •Golder, Missoula, rally, buted prize-money for the beard
traditions, and game program; Jim contest are Murrill’s, the Park,
McIntosh, Missoula, and Anne Northern, Flame, Penguin club,'
Fraser, Billings, parade and house Chicken Inn, and Bedard’s Chicken
decorations; Tannisse Brown, Mis Bar.
soula, social functions; Howie Hun
Drum suggested that all men try
ter, Missoula, and Julius Wuerth- and grow a beard, or at least make
ner, Great Falls, convo; Dick Mil some effort to create a Western
ler, Butte, Chief Grizzly; Peg Han atsmosphere.
ley, Helena, president of Spurs
Arnie Rivin, Missoula, editor of
Kaimin, and Dick Kern, Living WANTED: Student’s wife for “ sit
ter” with elderly invalid. Will
ston, chairman of “ M” club dance
There will be no classes Friday consider one with baby. Call 7214.
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Parking Committee
Outlines Tem porary Rules
For Campus Motorists
A set of campus parking and traffic rules were outlined by
the university parking committee at a special meeting W ednes
day afternoon.
The committee, composed of Dr., J. W . Severy, Maintenance
Engineer T. G. Swearingen, and Kaimin Editor Arnie Rivin,
Missoula, approved the following temporary regulations gov
erning parking:
(1) Parking on the oval is per
mitted except for one automobile
length at the entrance of the oval,
near the senior bench.
(2) Two spaces will be reserved
on the oval for visitors, these
spaces to be in front of the spaces
reserved for the administration
In an address to the Montana
near University hall.
(3) Fifteen-minute parking only Society of Certified Public' A c
is permitted in front of University countants, T. H. Smith, dean of
hall. No parking in bus stop area business administration, noted the
in front of building.
great strides of busines adminis(4) No parking on the small oval
in front of the women’s gymnas
ium.
(5) No parking on John street
(extension of Van Buren street)
between Connell avenue and the
oval. This is the street that runs
past the law building.
(6) Parallel parking is permitted
on Maurice avenue.
The committee recommended
that the parking lot in the Journalism-Chemistry-Craig quadrangle
be graded and gravelled.
Other recommendations were for
new signs on the oval, marking of
car spaces on the oval and Maur
ice avenue, and the marking with
temporary paint of parking spaces
near the library and in other park
ing lots.
Deputies will be appointed to en
DEAN T. H. SMITH
force these regulations, said Dr.
tration
and consequently, business
Severy, chairman of the commit
tee.
administration schools.
Mr. Swearingen discussed the
“ An accountant of today finds his
possibilities of closing Connell
work far more complicated than
avenue to through traffic between
Maurice avenue and Van Buren that of his predecessor, as wit
street because of the driving haz nessed by the increasing complex
ards near the Student Union ity of the tax legislation, internal
building and the softball and touch revenue rulings, Security Exchange
football fields. The proposal would commission
requirements,
and
permit parking behind the Student many other regulatory acts all re
Union and library buildings but quiring a breadth of knowledge, a
would prevent drivers from using flexible mind, and sound judg
the street for through traffic.
ment,” said Dean Smith.
Except for closing Connell ave
He also expressed need of broad
nue, these regulations will go into economic and social knowledge to
effect immediately, s a i d
Dr. keep in stride with present-day
Severy.
public accounting.
Because of shortages of equip
According to the dean, there is a
ment, materials, and labor, it will desire for leaders in the accounting
not be possible to do everything profession. Men who are trained in
on a permanent basis this fall, the economical and social problems
Mr. Swearingen said. For that rea as well as the technical aspects of
son, these rules will be temporary. accounting.
Swearingen did say, however, that
He added that, “ It is our hope at
the painting would be done and the Montana State University that we
Journalism-Chemistry-Craig quad can equip accountants trained in
rangle would be leveled this fall. our school with: .first, integrity;
second, sound accounting know
Dance plans will be discussed ledge; third, an understanding of
tonight at 7:30 during a regular different phases of business;
meeting of the Reserve Officer’s fourth, a broad economic back
Association in ROTC building.
ground; and fifth, a' social view
Bob Schottlekorb, Missoula, pub point in which they are prepared
licity chairman for the organiza to give an intelligent opinion on
tion, said that all reserve officers major economic and social prob
are invited to attend.
lems.”

Dean Smith
Speaks Before
CPA Society
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Journalism School
Has New Record
In Enrollm ent

Vets Receive
Greater Benefit

With the record enrollment of
222 journalism majors, an in
crease of 64 per cent over the
previous high of 143 students,
James L. C. Ford, dean of the
School of Journalism, this week
stressed that though crowded to
capacity, the high standards re
quired for a journalism education
will be adequately maintained.
The record attendance is ex
plained by the enrollment o f 138
freshmen, a figure that alone al
most totals the previous high
of the school. Of the 138 freshmen,
90 are ex-servicemen and women.
A survey taken at an orientation
meeting of prospective journalism
freshmen revealed 35 of Montana’s
56 counties represented in the
group, 8 other states, and the Terri
tory of Hawaii. Deer Lodge county
led with 10 students, followed by
Missoula county with 9, and Silver
Bow with 8. States represented
are Idaho, California, Wisconsin,
New York, Indiana, Kentucky,
Pennsylvania, and South Dakota.

A lpha Kappa Psi
Receives Award
Montana S t a t e University’s
chapter of Alpha Kappa Psi, na
tional honorary business fraternity,
has received the efficiency award
for the northwestern district of
the fraternity, according to Jay F.
Shelley.
Shelley, local delegate to the
Alpha Kappa Psi district con
ference Oct. 18-19, said the award
is based on outstanding profes
sional activities, membership, and
contributions to the fraternity
magazine.
Plans are under way for an invi
tational social event that will en
able each Alpha Kappa Psi to meet
with students in the School of
Business Administration who meet
the scholarship requirements of
the fraternity.

, The new National Service Life
Insurance bill, signed by Presi
dent Truman Aug. 1 of this year,
permits the veteran of World War
II to receive greater benefits from
his service policy, according to a
report from the Fort Harrison in
surance office.
Veterans, the report says, have
let their National Service life in
surance lapse because they do not
like the idea of the beneficiary
being paid in monthly installments,
insurance due at the time of the
death of the insured.
The newly revised bill permits
lump sum payments to the bene
ficiary and conversion to 20-year
endowment, or endowment at the
age of 60 or 65 and trial by jury
on contested claims. The policy
holder may designate anyone he
wishes as a beneficiary. Formerly
the beneficiary had to be a relative.
Thus the GI insurance now con
tains almost all the provisions of
commercial insurance.
Those who have allowed their
insurance to lapse may reinstate
until Jan. 1, 1947, by making two
payments, one payment for the
month in which the insurance
lapsed and one payment for the
current month.
If veterans and dependents de-j
sire reinstatement or information
about the bill, they are advised by
the report to go to the local office
of the Veterans Welfare commis
sion in room 43 in the Higgins
building.

Fall Issue
O f “ Cub Tracks”
T o Re Out Dec. 2
The autumn' issue of Cub
Tracks, quarterly magazine of
freshman writing, will be distrib
uted by the English department
Dec. 2 and class contributors will
begin immediately, Dr. H. G. M erriam, humanities chairman, an
nounced today.
Merriam said that Cub Tracks
should run about 20 pages this
year since about 44 sections of
students will contribute.
“ Cub Tracks is not a literary
magazine,” Merriam stated. “ The
magazine will represent the best
writing done in Freshmen English
classes as judged by a student
board of editors.” .
An editorial board chosen from
the class sections will decide which
of the submitted writings will be
published.
“ Editors who will see the publi
cation through to completion will
be selected from English 25a,” he
said.

H A M B U R G E R KING
DRIVE-IN
After the games
and for that every
day light lunch try
the Hamburger Kings.
A try will convince you.
BOB

|

T R A V E L B Y BUS
G R IZ Z L Y -B O B C A T G A M E
O C T . 19 — R O U N D T R IP $ 5 .5 2
L E A V E M ISSO U L A 10:30 a m. S A T U R D A Y
L E A V E BUTTE 6:45 a.m., 11:50 a.m., 5:00 p.m. S U N D A Y

Interm ountain Transportation Co.

Rhum ba, Tango, W altz
and Tap the

I

INGRID ELGA

i

Professional W a y!

|j

Former star of stage and screen,

?

Miss Elga will help you became a
better dancer

INGRID

Piano and Accordion
Taught by

RICH ARD

Add variety to

M r. W ebster, continental artist

your wardrobe
with colorful
sweaters. A ll

was educated at the Royal
of Music at England.

styles and sizes

RICHARD WEBSTER

Regularly priced $8.95
TO CLEAR . . $3.95

Webster School of Music and Dancing

ecil' s

A CCESSO RY

SH O P

D IC K

Opposite N.P. Depot

I LEARN TO

Sweaters!
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Inter-School Matches
Basketball ‘Definitely’ to Start Skiers Plan
Mountain Run, Include New Sports
Monday Night In MHS Gym
A n expanded minor sports program aimed at intercollegiate
matches in swimming, boxing, riflery, tennis, cross-country
After countless delays varsity basketball practice will defin Prize Dance
itely start Monday night, according to Head Coach George P.
“Jiggs” Dahlberg.
Until Jumbo hall is completed or
until such time as when the uni
versity gymnasium is no longer
needed for emergency housing, the
coach explained, the facilities at
the Missoula County high school
gym will be used.
A record turnout of 110 men re
ported at the first meeting of Griz
zly prospects Tuesday night and
even more are expected by Dahl
berg. Several of last year’s lettermen are playing football and will
not be available until the season is
completed.
Those reporting at the first
meeting of the 1947 squad were:
Charles Burgess, who is eligible
for another year; Bob Patton, Du
buque, Iowa; Charles Davis, Dil
lon, who recently returned excused
from army call; John Eaheart and
JIGGS DAHLBERG
Robert Cope, Missoula; Dick Carstensen, Helena; Art Kitto, Butte;
Marlow Foy, Kalispell; Tom Sel- Szakash Plans
stad, Great Falls, and Capt. Charles
(Timer) Moses, Midwest, Wyo.
Touchball Meeting
Attending the meeting were Jack
Irwin and Dan Seery, St. Ignatius; In Gym Monday
Ed Ghirardo, Bob Cramer and Lou
A touchball meeting has been
Rocheleau, Missoula; Dale Peter
called by Paul Szakash, Intramural
son, Hurley, S. D.; Dan Peterson,
Sports director, for 2 p.m. Mon
Ekalaka; Dan Marinkovich, Ana
day in the men’s gym. All team
conda; James Chaffee, Outlook;
managers and coaches are asked
Burt Thompson, Spokane.
to be present as Szakash will pre
Rudy Collins, Florence; Bill
sent and explain the schedule and
Martin, Libby; Richard Fox, Park
rules for the season.
City; Don Swanson, Tioga, N. D.;
According to Szakash, an effort
W. H. Wrixon, Choteau; R. E.
will be made to form an A and B
Brown, Great Falls; R. E. DeGolier,
league in order to get as many
Poison; T. E. Johnson, Livingston;
participants as possible. A check
L. S. Kurth, Geraldine; R. L.
will be made with all the fraternity
Dodge, Sentinel Butte, N. D.; J. L.
houses and the Independents to see
Hensley, K. W. Weidenheft, Plains;
if there is enough interest to war
Gene Eichler, St. Louis.
rant the two leagues.
Rial Cummings
To date there are seven teams
Rial Cummings, Plains; G. S. including the Independents sched
Martin, A. E. McGlenn, Kalispell; uled to play, with the possibility
H. N. Hebert, W. M. McCall, Butte; that a SPE team may enter.
“The intramural sports program
Don Schwend, Billings; Carl Luetjen, Bremerton, Wash.; Les Born- is mainly for those studefits who
stein, Chelsea, Mass.; Don Peter are unable to participate in varsity
son, Cut Bank; John Schwab, Boze sports,” Director Szakash said.
Definite qualifications to date
man; Warren Stone, Forsyth; Jim
are that the participant must main
Hoffman, Billings.
Dick Callaghan, Art Kuhl, Hel tain a C average, must not hold
ena; Ed Norris, Medicine Lake; a college letter in the sport in
Jack Lepley, Fort Benton; Ed Mai- which he participates, nor be a
erle, Helena; J. Grindy, Lewistown; post graduate.
Clint Jenson, Bob Suchstorff, Sid
ney; Ray Dolan, Troy; Carl Chris
tianson, Broadus; Bill McNamer,
Shelby.
N Y optical prescrip
J. Naglich
tion p r o m p t l y filled.
J. Naglich, Bfear Creek; D. E.
Broken lenses duplicated
Bartell, Ronan; Don Graham,
— just bring in the pieces.
Thompson Falls; Jim Sharp, Bed
ford, Ind.; John Morrison, Klein;
B A R N E T T
Carl Heinrich, Missoula; Howard
Miller, Berkeley, Calif.; Jim Gra
O PTO M ETR ISTS
ham, Columbus; John Posnick,
Mullan; Tom Nash, Missoula; Joe
129 E. Broadway
Goggin, New York City; Lerot Nel
son, Power; Alfred Jeannotte,
Medicine Lake; Bob Helding, Mis
soula; Don McDonald, Miles City;
Don Adams, Midwest, Wyo.; R. L.
Pfeffer, Jasper, Ind.

A

Plans for the coming ski season
were made at the University Ski
club meeting Tuesday evening in
the Eloise Knowles room.
Working parties to prepare Dia
mond mountain ski run for the
season, operation of the concession
stand, and plans for the Ski club
sponsored Sweater dance this fall,
were topics of discussion. Presi
dent Bill Tremper, Missoula, pre
sided at the meeting with Kather
ine Loyd, Winnetka, 111., recording.
Diamond mountain will be the
center of the Ski club activities
this winter. A concession stand
will be operated by members, sup
plying the enthusiasts with hot
coffee, sandwiches, and candy.
Volunteer work parties will begin
this Sunday to clear trails and pre
pare the ski run. Those interested
will meet at the Student Union
building, with lunches, at 11 a.m.,
Sunday, President Tremper said.
Transportation will be furnished.
Otto Ost, Whitefish, was ap
pointed head of a committee for
the planning of the Sweater
dance Nov. 8. Flashy sweaters
will be the idea with prizes given
to the best sweater-clad boy and
girl.
An eventful season for club
members was forecast by Tremper.
Ski films will be shown at a later
date, through the kindness of Lt.
Col. Russell F. Fisher, ROTC.
Members expressed wishes for
special trips this season to Gib
bons Pass and Look-out Pass, Ida.
“ Herrick offers instruction in
inter - planetary rocket travel,”
says headline in the California
Daily Bruin, UCLA.
Preflight, primary or advanced?

BLUE ROOM

N O R TH E R N B A R
2oi

w e s t r a il r o a d

and Cocktail Lounge

F U R N IT U R E M A R T
S. Higginns at Third

Students!
For Your Pre-Fab
or Apartment;
W e have all
types of furniture
designed for your
solid comfort and
better living.

‘Quality
Priced
Right”
FREE

DELIVERY

PHOTOGRAPHERS

Announce Their

Campus Camera Shop
“ EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC”

★

Dancing Nightly in the

M ISSO U LA

"7/te cM eA/w tcatsi'd

Robert Leinert
Robert Leinert, Knoxville, Tenn.;
Howard Heintz, Moccasin; Joseph
Brechtel, Parkston, S. D.; John Mc
Rae, Roy Amann, G. C. Chaffee,
Livingston; Ray Brown, Harlem;
Bob Paul, Jack O’Hearn, Butte; D.
A. Daughtery, Libby; C. P. Mar
engo, W. T. Vert, Poison; Howard
Armstrong, Kalispell; T. D. Byrne,
Anaconda; E. R. Larsen, Poison;
R. E. Stermitz, Helena; W. Lewis,
Fort Madison, Idaho; C. McElwain,
Hagerstown; B. Van Horn, Red
Lodge; Ted Hilgenstuchler, Brook
lyn, N. Y.; C. W. Jardine, Missoula;
Bill Bush, Lafayette, Ind.; John
McRae, Jordan; Bob Lee, Scobey;
Norman Allen, Chadron, Neb.; Ed
Flanagan, Anaconda; Ed Halvorsen, Peerless; H. T. Garnaas, Mis
soula; R. D. Parker, Helena; James
Kittell, Missoula, and E. L. McKee,
Missoula.

racing, probably wrestling and fencing, and possibly skiing
is being drawn up by Director of Intercollegiate Athletics
■^Doug Fessenden.
Vincent Wilson, instructor in
Monday Deadline
health and physical education, said
that Fessenden is emphasizing
For Tickets
minor sports, in intercollegiate ath
letics this year and hopes to com
To Butte Game
pete with several other schools in
Deadline for getting tickets to addition to Montana State, which
the Grizzly-Bobcat game at Butte usually meets the university in
swimming, boxing, and wrestling
is 4 p.m., Monday, Mrs. Anne
matches.
Anderson, Student Union cashier,
One meet already scheduled is
said today. After that time all a cross-country contest with Idaho
tickets not issued to students will Thanksgiving day.
Fessenden said that the success
go on sale to the public.
of the program depended on the
Approximately 360 tickets are
interest shown in minor sports.
available at the Student Union The coaching staff now includes
ticket office.
Jules Karlin, tennis, and Bob
Round trip tickets to Butte will Oswald, swimming. Other coaches
be on sale in the student store will be chosen later.
Wednesday morning through Fri
Minor sports awards are to be
day afternoon, Oct. 19. The tickets worn on the regulation sports
will cost $5.52.
sweater will be given to partici
The train will leave Missoula at pants of sufficient merit. Last year
8 a.m. Saturday, Oct. 19, and will letters were awarded in tennis and
arrive at Butte about 11 a.m. The riflery.
tentative return schedule calls for
the train leaving Butte at 9 p.m.
Or, paraphrasing an old base
and arriving at Missoula about ball saying, “ Is Montana still in
midnight.
the league?”

Roll Film

ALWAYS
AVAILABLE
★ D A R K R O O M EQUIPMENT
★ ARTISTIC PORTRAITURE
★ LIG H TIN G SUPPLIES
★ PAPER A N D C H EM ICAL SUPPLIES
★ C AM ER A S — ACCESSORIES

Fine Grain Photd Finishing . . $ .3 5
Reprints $.04
Jumbos $.05
Off Univ. Ave.
Open
At 1222 Helen
Dial 9321
9 a.m. - 8 p.m.

Yummy - soft, snuggle - slippers*
you’ll LOVE to LIVE inl
Picture you at the end of a
busy d a y , shedding your shoes, and
slipping your feet into these
delectable morsels of down-soft,
fluffy lamb! W hat’s more—
they're pretty as they are
comfortable . . . for they're
g ayly, youthfully styled, in
lusciously cream y colors!

SUGAR

LAMB

I495
Dixon & Hoon
Shoe Store

THE
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K A IM IN

Conference

Opener

Ready to Bomb the W eb feet

FOUL SHOTS
BY DICK KERN
The following telegram, re
printed exactly as received, offers
opportunity for any upstanding,
red-blooded Montana fan who is
not averse to a slight element of
chance to turn an honest dollar
or two.
DICK KERN, CARE MONTANA
KAIMIN, MONTANA STATE
UNIV
YOUR COLUMN OCTOBER 4
GIVES OREGON TWO TOUCH
DOWNS SATURDAY STOP GIVE
YOU TWELVE POINTS WE BET
$100 YOU ARE WRONG STOP
OREGON DAILY EMERALD
SPORTS STAFF
In words of one syllable, the
characters who handle sports for
the Oregon Daily Emerald — a
mimeographed, one page student
shopping guide published under
the misnomer of a school paper—
are betting not only that Oregon
will win, but also that they will
win by 12 points or more. If Mon
tana wins— or loses by less than
Montana’s pre-war ace is expected to be pitching plenty of passes
13 points—we collect.
Saturday afternoon when the Grizzlies tangle with the University
We are wiring the Oregon guys
of Oregon tomorrow at Eugene.
that they most certainly have a
bet. If there is anyone who would
like to jump in and get his feet
wet with us on a part of this bet,
please feel free to approach us
on the matter as we are of an
open mind.
If it turns out that there are
Coach Johnny Dratz will send
enough Grizzly fans who like the his inexperienced Cubs into action
idea we can also make this fact against the State College BobWith hopes high and fingers
known in Eugene and maybe in
crossed. Coach Doug Fessenden
kittens
tomorrow
night
at
Butte
crease the stipend.
and 35 Silvertip Grizzlies climbed
confident that they will give the
aboard a Northern Pacific train
The Grizzly grid laddies hit twice-victorious Cats plenty of yesterday afternoon.
the small college town of Eugene, trouble.
The coach said the squad was
Ore., today about noon and this
The starting Cub lineup is well- in top physical shape, with the
afternoon they will spend a stocked with players of high school exception of O’Loughlin, Reagan,
couple hours working out on the renown. At center will be Paul and Cork who were bothered by
Webfoot field. They’ll have a
bruises from the Cheney game.
quiet evening tonight and be all
However, Fessenden felt confident
set for their big test tomorrow
that all three would be able to
afternoon against Oregon Uni
play in the Oregon game.
versity in the first Pacific Coast
Tomorrow’s game will be the
conference game for Montana
first meeting of the Grizzlies and
since 1942.
Web feet since 1940, when the
Seldom have the signs been more
Ducks routed the Montanans 38 to
favorable and never has the stage
0.
been more aptly set for a Grizzly
Mentally, the Silvertips were in
win. We have seen them in their
a perfect mood for knocking over
first two games at home and have
|the favored Ducks, a feat which
been greatly impressed with the
no Montana team has ever man
smoothness, skill, efficiency and
aged to do.
what is most important the fine
Next week the Grizzlies travel
competitive spirit which, though
always a Montana trait, is so pro
nounced this year.
It is all too seldom that a Mon
tana fan can unbiasedly anticipate
a Grizzly victory in a Coast Con
1 J OVELY
ference game but this whole thing
HAIR
shapes up as just that sort of a
IS
situation. The coast newspapers
THE
are trotting out all the old and
DREAM
mildewed tripe which they print
about Montana teams and the ref
AND
erences to Oregon’s “breather
DESIRE
game” this week are plentiful.
OF
Most Pacific Coast news
EVERY
papers, and particularly th& fish
GIRL.
wrappers from California cities,
lie in wait for a Grizzly defeat
YOUR
and when it comes their sport
HAIR
editors tee off against us like a
“ BABE” BELLUSei
CAN
battery of 155s. Their pet theme
BE
is to the effect that it is a shame Gjefle; at guards, Gilchrist and
for all those nice boys who com Llewellyn; at tackles, Thane and
TRULY
prise the larger Coast Confer Leaphart; at ends, Moore and De
LOVELY
ence ball clubs to waste their laney. In the backfield Dratz will
WITH
time having to play such un have Andrus at quarterback; JourA
worthy foes as the conference danais and B. J. Smith at half
COIFFURE
“ country cousins” , from up Mis backs; and Hammerness at full
soula way. Better think up some back.
BEAUTIFUL
The Junior varsity lineup was
thing else to write about, boys,
FROM
because the Grizzlies are three hard hit this week when quarter
THE
deep in fight this year and she’s back A1 “ Babe” Bellusci received

Cubs Ready
To Meet Cats

Hopes High
As Grizzlies
Head W est

||

'

f

going to be rough from here
on in.
Seems to be about all for the
Oregon game for today. Should
have lots more to say next week.

his draft call. Bellusci was a fine
blocking back, chosen first string
all-state quarterback while playing
with the state champion Missoula
high school team last year.

C A M P U S
B e a u t y

OREGON COACH
ANNOUNCES RESIGNATION

Dopesters Predict
Close Game

S h o p

What the outcome of the Webfeet-Grizzly tussle at Eugene to
morrow will be is unknown, or at
least the score is, but some of the
dopesters have ventured to lean
over backwards and make a few
predictions.
The backfield bookies from
Oregon have put their money on
tile line. (See Dick Kern’s col
umn). They have spotted Mon
tana boosters 12 points.
However, not all the pigskin
critics are of the same opinion as
the confident Oregon Daily Emer
ald sports Staff. Sam Hayes, NBC
sports announcer, has called the
game at 13-7 with the Ducks on the
long end.
Hal Wood, UP sports writer,
gives the Grizzlies a 50-50 chance,
but follows up with the prediction
that if Jake Leicht is back in the
Oregon line-up, the game will go
to the Oregonians.
Ray Rocene, Missoulian sports
writer, has given Montana the nod.
At Kaimin deadline on Thursday,
Grizzly campus backers totaled
$250 worth. The following is the
telegram sent to the University of
Oregon sports staff.
APPARENTLY YOU ARE NOT
AS SURE OF YOUR DUCKS AS
WE ARE OUR GRIZZLIES STOP
HOWEVER WE WILL TAKE
YOUR MEASLY 12 POINTS AND
COVER YOUR BET STOP WE
HAVE MORE TO COME SO
STAND BY FOR A RAM.
i Kaimin sports staff.
Dick Kern

Gerald “ Tex” Oliver, head foot
ball coach at the University of
Oregon, announced Wednesday in
Eugene that he is resigning his
position at the end of the 1946
season.
Montana will play the Webfeet
in Eugene tomorrow and are de
termined to give him an upset to
remember the Grizzlies by.
LIBRARY OPENS *
The Pharmacy - Chemistry li
brary is now open from 7:30 pm .
to 9:30 p.m., Mondays through
Thursdays.

Double
the

lustre...

Double
the

wear

Amazing new all-in-one base and
top coat for nails. A quick coat
before polish, another quick coat
after polish. . . cuts drying time,
adds extra sparkle, doubles dur
ability from any polish?

SPARTANS TO MEET BENGALS
ON DORNBLASER TONIGHT

MAKE TH IS TE ST!
Apply pol
ish in you r
usual way to
one hand. Apply
Twincote and polish
hv
to other hand. Prove J
for yourself how Twincote
keeps polish lovely longer 1
60c plus tax.

Missoula high will meet the in
vading Helena Bengals under the
lights of Dornblaser field tonight
in a Montana high school Class AA
conference game.
Both teams lost their conference
openers last week, Missoula fall
ing to Butte Public 14 to 0, and
Helena losing to Great Falls 20 to 0.

Smith Drug

to Butte for the traditional cross
state battle with the Bobcats of
Montana State college.

COSMETICS DEPARTMENT

N. P. FOOTBALL S P E C IA L
to BUTTE for the
I
G R IZ Z L Y -B O B C A T GAM E
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 19
Travel in comfort and safety. Let the
engineer worry about the driving—
you just relax and enjoy yourself.

■

$ J ^ 5 2

Z

l ROUND

T R IP

INCLUDING TAX

GOING

I

RETURNING

Lv. Missoula 8:00 a. m.
Ar. Butte
11:00 a. m .

I
|

Lv. Butte
9:00 p. m.
Ar. Missoula 11:55 p. m.

Please buy your rail tickets early to assure
ample accommodations
W . A . B ROUELETTE, Passenger Agent
N . P. Station, Missoula. Phone 3161

No r t h e r n P a c i f i c Ry .

